WORKING ALONG THE BELT AND
ROAD
China
Legal Brieﬁngs

A selection of case studies on our recent work along the Belt
and Road.

COAL-FIRED POWER STATION IN
BANGLADESH
PROJECT NAME
Coal-ﬁred power station in Bangladesh
PROJECT LOCATION
Bangladesh
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Power
CLIENT
A Chinese state-owned enterprise

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The client entered into a joint venture with a Bangladeshi power company to develop a coalﬁred power station in Bangladesh in BOO form.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We assisted the client in conducting due diligence on the legal and regulatory environment,
the project and counterparties, and reviewing and commenting on project documents. We
are also acting as borrower’s counsel in relation to the ﬁnancing for the project from a
Chinese bank.

INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

This project is one of the client’s ﬁrst signiﬁcant outbound investments.
The project documents are based on Bangladesh’s model forms, but there were
inconsistencies and conﬂicts. A detailed risk matrix is advisable to understand whether
and how risks have been properly passed through or dealt with.

BEIJING GAS GROUP'S INVESTMENT IN
RUSSIA
PROJECT NAME
Beijing Gas Group’s investment in Russia
PROJECT LOCATION
Russia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Oil and Gas
CLIENT
Beijing Gas Group
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
US$1.1 billion

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Beijing Gas Group entered into transaction agreements with Russian state-owned company
Rosneft for the acquisition of a 20% stake in Verkhnechonskneftegaz and cooperation in the
gas business. Verkhnechonskneftegaz is engaged in the exploration and development of the
Verkhnechonskoe oil and gas condensate ﬁeld, one of the largest in Eastern Siberia.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We provided full legal assistance to Beijing Gas Group, including the coordination of
negotiations which took place both in Moscow and Beijing, advice on merger control issues
and sanctions. The transactions were signed during a meeting between the prime ministers
of Russia and China in St. Petersburg, Russia on 7 November 2016.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
This milestone deal is Beijing Gas Group’s ﬁrst major investment in the Russian energy
market. Issues faced by the client include:

obtaining various regulatory approvals both from Russian regulators and PRC regulators
(e.g. Russian Strategic Law consent, FAS approval, Russian foreign investment approval
and PRC outbound investment approvals); and
sanctions risks.

We mobilised teams from our Beijing, Moscow and Hong Kong oﬃces to assist the client in
obtaining relevant approvals and mitigate the sanctions risks.

ETHIOPIA-DJIBOUTI GAS TO LNG PROJECT
PROJECT NAME
Ethiopia-Djibouti gas to LNG project
PROJECT LOCATION
Djibouti, Ethiopia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - oil and gas; LNG
CLIENT
Poly-GCL Petroleum Group Holdings Limited
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
US$ billions

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Ethiopia-Djibouti gas to LNG mega project is one of the largest gas projects in Africa The
Djibouti Minister of Energy has noted its importance in fostering closer economic ties
between Djibouti-Ethiopia-China.
The project involves the development of the full supply-chain: from upstream gas ﬁeld
development in Ethiopia; cross-border gas pipeline into Djibouti; LNG liquefaction in Djibouti
and then onward LNG sales.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We have advised Poly-GCL on all aspects of the project to date including its negotiations with
the respective governments, its upstream development, midstream and downstream. Our
involvement in the project is ongoing.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

This is the ﬁrst major oil and gas project for the Poly-GCL Petroleum Group
It is a complex cross-border pipeline across Africa
Herbert Smith Freehills practice areas (energy, public international law, ﬁnance,
construction) and oﬃces (Hong Kong, Beijing, Singapore, Dubai, London, Paris)

The project won “Energy & Resources Deal of the Year” at ALB China Law Awards 2017.

OFFSHORE CAPE THREE POINTS
PROJECT NAME
Oﬀshore Cape Three Points
PROJECT LOCATION
Ghana
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Oil and Gas
CLIENT
Vitol SA (Vitol)
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
Senior Financing of VUGL’s interest: up to US$1,650,000,000
Project: US$7,900,000,000

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Vitol SA owns, through a Ghanaian subsidiary (VUGL), an interest in a license for the
exploration, development and production of oil and gas in the Oﬀshore Cape Three Points
block, in the Tano Basin, together with its partners, eni Ghana (a subsidiary of Eni SpA) which
acts as operator, and Ghana National Petroleum Company (GNPC). The Project involves the
installation of subsea production systems connected by risers and ﬂowlines to a ﬂoating
production, storage and oﬄoading vessel, and a 63km pipeline to transport gas to onshore
reception facilities, where it will be compressed and injected into the Western Corridor Gas
Pipeline. All of the gas produced by the OCTP ﬁelds will be sold to GNPC for domestic
consumption. The Project is anticipated to supply enough gas to supply Ghana’s thermal
power sector until 2036, and is the largest foreign direct investment to Ghana since
independence.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE

Teams from our ﬁnance, corporate, construction and arbitration practices have provided legal
advice to Vitol in relation to all aspects of the Project, including a gas sales agreement with
GNPC and all other commercial contracts, as well as the senior ﬁnancing.

INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

Key issues for the senior ﬁnancing included putting in place a structure which mitigated
the counterparty risk suﬃciently to make the project bankable and negotiating ﬁnancing
terms which recognised VUGL’s non-operator role.
In order to secure the cash ﬂows expected from gas revenue, we advised VUGL on the
creation of security arrangements including a US$500 million International Development
Association (IDA) guaranteed letter of credit structure supporting timely gas payments
under the oﬀtake arrangements (the largest ever IDA political risk guarantee).
The up to US1.65 billion senior ﬁnancing is provided by the International Finance
Corporation, United Kingdom Export Finance and a commercial bank group including
HSBC, Société Générale, ING, Standard Chartered Bank, Bank of China, Natixis, Mizuho
and Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group. The Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency
(MIGA) is providing some of the commercial lenders with political risk guarantee cover.

PROPOSED PETROCHEMICAL PROJECT IN
IRAN
PROJECT NAME
Proposed Petrochemical Project in Iran
PROJECT LOCATION
Iran
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Oil and Gas
CLIENT
Asian client

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The client planned to form a joint venture with an Iranian company in order to develop a
petrochemical project in Iran.

HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We used a cross-network team of lawyers from our Beijing, Hong Kong, Dubai, Paris and New
York oﬃces to provide full assistance to the client in respect of its proposed investment. This
included advice on the sanctions regime, a full due diligence exercise on the proposed
Iranian counterparty and the project agreements, as well as advice on structuring, ﬁnancing
and the required transaction documents.
We were assisted by local Iranian counsel in respect of local law advice.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
A number of issues arose during the transaction, including:

the gas supply arrangements are typically structured as a back-to-back arrangement
whereby the regional utility supplier purchases gas from the National Iranian Gas
Company (NIGC) and on-sells that gas to the project company. It is important to review
the gas supply agreement between the NIGC and the regional utility supplier in order to
conﬁrm security of supply
the Ministry of Petroleum has a priority right by law in respect of the purchase of
petrochemical products produced in Iran
any attempt to refer a dispute to arbitration where the subject matter concerns public
and governmental property requires the approval of the Council of Ministers. If a party is
foreign, the approval of the Consultative Assembly (the Iranian Parliament) is also
required
there are enforcement issues for typical security documents and therefore any security
taken over assets in Iran needs to be structured to be compliant with Iranian law (eg a
share pledge is only possible over bearer shares)

PROJECT JAVA

PROJECT NAME
Project Java
PROJECT LOCATION
Indonesia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Mining
CLIENT
A foreign mining company

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The client entered into a joint venture with an Indonesian state owned entity. The client
eventually exited the project after encountering signiﬁcant delays and costs resulting from
disputes with local communities over land rights and issues relating to the security of
transport to and from the mine site.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
Herbert Smith Freehills in association with its aﬃliate ﬁrm Hiswara Bunjamin & Tandjung
advised the client on issues faced with the local community and the police, including on
investigations relating to risks associated with requests for improper payments, disputed land
rights and human rights abuse.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
The investors were reliant on local police forces to protect barges being used to transport ore
from the mine site. The local police force lacked the resources to guarantee protection and
the company also faced requests from the local police force for improper payments (ie
protection racketeering). Issues faced by the clients included:

Reputational risk, including the risk of being banned from public tenders in OECD
countries for misdeeds elsewhere
Possible prosecution by Australian, UK, US and Indonesian authorites for corruption
International claims for human rights abuse
Risk to asset value

MOSCOW’S CENTRAL RING ROAD
PROJECT NAME
Section three of Moscow’s central ring road
PROJECT LOCATION
Russia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Infrastructure - Transport (road)
CLIENT
DSK Avtoban
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
The total capital expenditure for construction of section three
is over EUR 1 billion.

PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Moscow central ring road is one of the largest infrastructure projects in the modern
history of Russia. Section three of Moscow’s central ring road (A-113) will be a 105.3km, fourlane toll road, which will connect the M11 Moscow – St Petersburg highway with the M7
Volga. When all the ﬁve separately procured sections of Moscow’s central ring road are
completed, the ring road will be around 520km long.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We advised the concessionaire, a Russian construction company DSK Avtoban, on all aspects
of the project during the bidding stage, commercial close and ﬁnancial close.

INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

It is currently the ﬁrst and only project to reach ﬁnancial close under Russia’s federal PPP
transport project programme in the last two years despite EU and US sanctions regimes
and a diﬃcult economic climate.
Our team gained valuable and full scope experience, advising the concessionaire on the
project’s ﬁrst road show and initial structuring through to its commercial and ﬁnancial
closing in a challenging ﬁnancial and political situation.
In the given context we developed fundamentally new approaches to the concessionaire
land title (through ﬂexible contractual mechanism), concessionaire’s ﬁnes (to improve
bankability of the project), security package (splitting of bank guarantees and optimising
their costs) and uniquely designed legal regime governing maintenance (carving out the
toll operator’s role).

We won the award for European Infrastructure and Energy Deal of the Year for our work
on the project at The Lawyer European Awards 2017.

SAUDI COGENERATION PROJECTS
PROJECT NAME
Saudi cogeneration projects
PROJECT LOCATION
Saudi Arabia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Power
CLIENT
Asian and local sponsors
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
US$653.4 million

PROJECT BACKGROUND
A consortium of Asian and local sponsors developed three greenﬁeld industrial steam and
electric cogeneration plants at Abqaiq, Hawiyah and Ras Tanura in Saudi Arabia. The plants
were “inside-the-fence” electricity and steam cogeneration facilities converting gas supplied
by Saudi Aramco into electric power and using exhaust heat from combustion gas turbines in
heat recovery steam generators, to convert feedwater supplied by Saudi Aramco into steam.
The aggregate capacity of the three Plants is 876 MW of power generation and approximately
3.26 million pounds per hour of steam output. The power and steam were then purchased by
Saudi Aramco under long-term oﬀtake agreements. The projects were funded by debt
provided by a consortium of international and local commercial banks and an export credit
agency.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
Our London and Dubai oﬃces advised the sponsor consortium on the project development,
construction and ﬁnance aspects of the projects, coordinating with local counsel. We led
discussions and were involved in the project ﬁnance discussions with lenders through to, and
beyond, ﬁnancial close.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

The principal agreements under which the projects were implemented were three Energy
Conversion Agreements (ECAs), one in relation to each plant. Each ECA was entered into
between Saudi Aramco and a single project company, so that each project was constructed
and operated by the same entity. Signiﬁcant time was spent devising an innovative crossdefault avoidance structure for the three projects that would give the banks suﬃcient
comfort while allowing the non-defaulting projects to continue where one project defaulted.
Given the structure of the projects, the EPC and O&M arrangements were complex and timeconsuming.
The projects won ‘Middle East Power Deal of the Year 2015’ at the IJ Global Awards, and were
shortlisted in the Project Finance category at the IFLR Awards 2015.

CHINA’S SILK ROAD FUND INVESTS IN
RUSSIA
PROJECT NAME
China’s Silk Road Fund invests in Russia
PROJECT LOCATION
Russia
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Oil and Gas
CLIENT
Silk Road Fund

PROJECT BACKGROUND
Silk Road Fund acquired a 10% stake in Sibur, Russia’s largest gas processing and
petrochemical conglomerate.
This was China’s largest investment in Russia in 2016 and an integral part of China’s One
Belt, One Road economic initiative (OBOR). Our work on this deal follows our work in
2015/2016 for Silk Road Fund in acquiring a 9.9% interest in the Yamal project from Novatek.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
Our work included advising Silk Road Fund on all aspects of the transaction from legal due
diligence and structuring advice to drafting and negotiating the full suite of transaction
documents through to completions. We continue to advise Silk Road Fund on the postcompletion work on this matter.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS

Silk Road Fund had to deal with very sophisticated seller side and take into account various
business and political sensitivities with particular focus on full compliance with sanctions
restrictions.
The acquisition required the approval of the Russian Strategic Investments Commission and
our team prepared and submitted the ﬁling and all the necessary auxiliary documents; the
approval was granted in record time.This project is one of the client’s ﬁrst signiﬁcant
outbound investments.

The target runs a complex business with multi level corporate and operational structures
and a large scale construction and upgrade programme. Our main task was to help our
client understand this business and the risks involved, which we have done through our
detailed due diligence investigation and reporting.
The target shareholder group is very diverse, so we helped our clients negotiate
shareholder arrangements that would satisfy the requirements of each shareholder.

CEFC: FIRST INVESTMENT BY A CHINESE
PRIVATE COMPANY IN AN ONSHORE
CONCESSION IN ABU DHABI
PROJECT NAME
CEFC China Energy Company Limited’s investment in Abu Dhabi
PROJECT LOCATION
United Arab Emirates
PROJECT INDUSTRY/SECTOR
Energy - Oil and Gas
CLIENT
CEFC China Energy Company Limited
PROJECT SIZE/VALUE
US$888 million

PROJECT BACKGROUND
CEFC China Energy Company Limited invested in Abu Dhabi’s largest oil concession. On 20
February 2017, CEFC China acquired a four per cent stake in oil-production joint venture Abu
Dhabi Company for Onshore Petroleum Operations (ADCO), which produces around half of
Abu Dhabi’s daily crude output.

This is the ﬁrst investment by a Chinese private company in an onshore concession in Abu
Dhabi, a region seen as a major hub under China’s One Belt One Road initiative. CEFC China’s
investment is expected to have signiﬁcant long term impact on China’s energy security.
HERBERT SMITH FREEHILLS’ ROLE
We mobilised teams from our Beijing, Hong Kong and Dubai oﬃces to provide full legal
assistance to CEFC China on the ADCO concession bid.
INSIGHTS / KEY ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS
CEFC’s general risk exposure in this transaction includes the non-negotiable nature of
underlying transaction documents and completion upon signing. Considering the tight
timeframe of this transaction and Chinese regulators tightening up on outbound investment
policies, one of the biggest challenges for CEFC is to obtain PRC outbound investment
approvals before signing.
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If you have any questions, or would like to know how this might aﬀect your business, phone,
or email these key contacts.
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LEGAL NOTICE
The contents of this publication, current at the date of publication set out above, are for
reference purposes only. They do not constitute legal advice and should not be relied upon as
such. Speciﬁc legal advice about your speciﬁc circumstances should always be sought
separately before taking any action based on this publication.
Herbert Smith Freehills LLP is licensed to operate as a foreign law practice in Singapore.
Where advice on Singapore law is required, we will refer the matter to and work with
licensed Singapore law practices where necessary.
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